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The PRESIDENT then delivered the

ANNUAL ADDRESSS.

He referred to the prosperity and activity of the Society, as
shown by the balance-sheet, by the ’’ Transactions," and by the
number of its fellows, who now were to be found in Australia,
New Zealand, India, and Canada. He lamented, however, the
deaths of six fellows during the past year. He congratulated
the Society upon the foi-matioii of the Lending Library, which
had long engaged the attention of the Council. The tone in
which the discussions had been carried on in the Society was
very satisfactory, although subjects had been brought before
them upon which there had been strong diversity of opinion.
Dr. Oldham pointed out that it was to the interest of the
Society to continue to maintain this spirit unimpaired. He
thought re desirable to establish a committee of two experts
to report to the Society upon the results of any new line of
practice which might prove of serious consequence to the pa-
tient. It was one of the duties of the Society, not only to
bring forward new suggestions for improving practice, but, by
the light of modern science, occasionally to revise the older
rules and opinions; and he noticed, among other subjects, the
advantage of the careful and intelligent investigation of the in-
fluence of the ergot of rye on the mother and f&oelig;tus, and on the
uterus in functional or organic diseases. He alluded to the pos-
sibility of improving the education of women as nurses to the
lying-in room, by instructing them in public institutions to a
competent knowledge of their duties, which would save a vast
amount of the injury and misery inflicted by incompetent
nurses. Referring to the revival, in a recent case, of a jury
of matrons to decide upon the pregnancy of a condemned cri-
minal, he hoped the Society would take an early opportunity
of endeavouring to induce the Legislature to alter this rule,
and refer in future to obstetric practitioners. The President,
in conclusion, expressed his warm acknowledgments for the
assistance rendered him by the honorary secretaries ; and
thanked the fellows for their support, which had rendered the
performance of his office one of the most agreeable recreations
of his professional life.

Dr. TYLER SMITH proposed, and Dr. GREENHALGH seconded,
a vote of thanks to the President for his valuable address,
which was carried unanimously.
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(FIRST NOTICE.)
WE have undertaken a some What novel and difficult task in

engaging to review for the benefit of our readers the group of
books above enumerated. All of them, without exception,
have received from the profession the most practical testimony
of approval : not one is a first issue, and the work of Dr.
Neligan has absolutely passed through five large editions.
Under these circumstances, it may appear strange at first sight
that we should think it necessary to criticize these works at

any length ; and we may say at once that, from the ordinary
point of view, and adopting the conventional test of the merits
of works on materia medica, there would be little need for
such a proceeding. For the purpose of supplying the student
with such knowledge as is likely to stand him in good stead at
the various medical examinations (as they are at present con-
ducteall, any one of these treatises is sufficient; and with the
exception of Dr. Frazer’s work, which, though good in some

respects, is decidedly too meagre, they are well entitled to the
confidence which students appear to place in them. With re-

gard to the work of Neligan, indeed, we might say more.
This book was from the first in advance of its time, and
was alwavs the clearest and most readable text - book
on its subject ; and, as it now appears (re-edited in a care-
ful and conscientious manner by Mr. Macnamara), it well
sustains the kind of reputation which its earlier editions
secured. As a handbook for youths preparing for examination,
it has all the merits of Pereira, without the faults of that pro-
digious book, of which not the least was its bulk. The manual
of Drs. Royle and Headland, though in our opinion inferior in
value to the last-named work, contains a rich store of informa-
tion on points of pharmaceutical chemistry and botany. And
the treatise of Dr. Stille, besides giving evidence of a most
laborious and accurate collation of facts scattered widely
through medical literature, possesses the merit-in our eyes a

first-rate one-of raising therapeutics proper to its due rank,by giving the chief importance to the actioits and uses of drugs,
and treating the chemical and botanical details as secondary.

Our readers will understand, then, that it is without a
shade of grudging of their well-deserved success that we

proceed to make some remarks on these works which may ap-
pear disparaging. We accept the four treatises as a thoroughly

creditable sample of the science of Materia Medica and Thera-
peuties as at present taught in England, Ireland, and America;
indeed, the whole force and emphasis of what we have now to,
say proceeds from the very fact of their great authority and
influence. We earnestly call the attention of the profession
to the singular revelations of the poverty of our therapeutical
science which are afforded in these works, good as they are of
their kind. It is not too much to say that this most important
department of medical science presents a figure which, in the,
eyes of philosophically-minded men, must appear little less
than contemptible ; and it is time for all practitioners who-
value their self-respect to look this fact in the face, and ponder
it well.
Let us concede, at starting, the immense difficulties of really

scientific researches into the influence of drugs upon disease :
these are notorious ; and if any reader has been tempted to-
forget them, we may refer him to some remarks on the point
in the Introduction to Dr. Stille’s book. But these difficulties
do not confer on teachers, nor will we concede, any dispensation
from the obligation which compels every earnest-minded man to
endeavour, by all legitimate means, to bring his department
of inquiry within the rules and advantages of less complicated
investigations. Bearing this obligation in mind, let us examine
the actual state of therapeutic teaching in our day. Of all
conceivable methods of inquiry, none is so complex and so,
fruitless as the union of sceptical empiricism in the collection
of isolated facts with a system of classification resting on the
exploded dogmatism of the past ; yet such is the method which
our therapeutists are employing. An excellent illustration of
this is afforded by the customary arrangement of a number of
medicinal agents in a class as "Astringents;" and we may take
the able article of Dr. Still&eacute; on this subject as a fair example
of the working of the method. The author places at the head
of his introductory remarks on the properties of the class the
definition of Cullen - ’’ such substances as, applied to the
human body, produce contraction and condensation of the soft
solids, and thereby increase their density and cohesion;" and
that of Boerhaave-" medicines which cause the parietes of
the bloodvessels to approach each other, close these tubes.
when open, increase the strength and rigidity of their fibres,

and restore their firmness to relaxed tissues." What student
of medical history can fail to recognise in these celebrated

i but unfortunate definitions the old Methodist doctrine of

"strictum and laxum" pertinaciously reasserting itself under
the specious guise of an adaptation to the improved ana-

 tomy and physiology of the eighteenth century ? If its in-

fluence on the reasoning of Cullen and Boerhaave was unfor-
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tunate, still more unblessed is the bias which this ghost of a 
dead idea gives, all unknown to them, to the reasonings of
men who, like Dr. Stille, have to deal with the vastly increased
experience of the present day. This feeling, which attended
us throughout his description of the so-called astringents,
reached its culmination when we found that the preparations
of lead are ranged by him in this group, and that, in spite of
his obviously extensive acquaintance with the clinical and toxi-
,cological facts bearing on the action of the lead-salts, so trivial
a circumstance as their occasional action in arresting fluxes
&e. is allowed to colour his whole conception of their thera-
peutic virtues.
But the most striking instance which we have noted of the

way in which theories which are but the melancholy relics of
the dogmatism of past "times of ignorance" are allowed to
colour modern facts, is afforded by a comparison and collation
.of the several accounts of the action of "stimulants" given by
various authors. Every student is familiar with the classical
doctrine which teaches that a depressive reaction necessarily
follows the primary action of a stimulus, and with the corol-
laries deduced from it-viz.: that the repeated application of
stimuli diminishes the natural susceptibility to their influence;
and, that consequently a perpetual increase in the amount of
the stimulant agent is necessitated on each succeeding occasion
when the first effect is required to be reproduced. This theory
unquestionably originated in metaphysical speculations as to
the nature of organic life, and the whole body of therapeutists
has been constantly engaged in twisting the hard facts of daily
observation to suit it. It is enough to make one despair of
the medical republic to find this doctrine rampant as ever in
the pages of the latest writers. Let us see how it affects
Dr. Stille’s description of the action of General Stimulants.
" Stimulants," says this author, " is a term applied to all me-
dicinal agents which directly increase vital activity; and the
epithet ’general’ is given to those stimulants which directly
augment the vital activity of the whole economy. Food and

oxygen are the essential stimuli of the living organism," &c.

(p. 530.) Further on he states that, " by a law of the human
economy, the repeated applications of a stimulus produce pro-
gressively feebler results. There is scarcely any exception to
this law." (p. 531.) If exceptio probat regula 2)t in this case, it I,
does so in the very oddest manner ; for the most obvious
failure of the supposed rule occurs precisely in the case of
food and oxygen, which, as Dr. Stille justly remarks, ’’ are

the essential stimuli of the living organism," and consequently,
one would suppose, the types of all true stimuli whatever.
The force of contradiction can no further go ; yet Dr. Stille
seems unconscious of the dilemma; and he proceeds to assert
that " stimuli which are general and diffusible in their opera-
tion tend by degrees to exhaust the susceptibility of the system
to their influence." (p. 531.) Truly this is a marvellous state-
ment to be made by one who must, in the routine of an exten-
sive practice, have abundant opportunities of knowing that
the whole body of temperate persons-that is to say, the great
majority of educated individuals-entirely contradict it by
their daily lives and habits. We do not hesitate to say that
with ordinary educated adult members of modern society, who
really do commence with moderate doses of beer, for instance,
or of sherry, there is not a trace of the progressive blunting of
the nervous susceptibility to these stimuli which Dr. Stille so
positively insists upon : there is no more physiological neces-
sity for a periodical increase of sherry than of beef-steaks, when
the original quantum has been moderate. So that here we see
the pernicious influence of a preconceived theory extending
even to the length of distorting an able writer’s view of simple
matters of fact.
r It is the same, we regret to say, both with Dr. Neligan and
Drs. Headland and Royle, in their treatment of this subject of
stimulants. They define these agents as exciters of the vital
movements, and speak of an after-collapse as a necessary con-

sequence of their action. It is a curious and instructive

fact, that this description of the supposed action of stimulants
is taken from instances which ought to be ranked under the
head of direct poisoning with a narcotic or with an irritant. It
is quite true that a genuine stimulant may " excite" the action
of the heart in syncope or other conditions of morbid depres-
sion, if by the word e.ccite we mean simply restore; but it is
certain that -writers on therapeutics mean something quite elif-
ferent, and that they guage the amount of stimulation by the
amount of functional movement produced. And having ob-
served that the most powerful movements produced in this way
are followed by the most profound depression, they persuade
themselves that this is a confirmation of the classic doctrine of

stimulus and recoil. The process of thought through which

they go, if put into logical shape, would fall into the two fol-
lowing syllogisms :-

I.

Life is manifested by movements (molecular, visceral, mus-
cular. )

All medicinal stimuli cause movements in the body.
Therefore all medicinal stimuli temporarily increase vital
power in proportion as they increase bodily movements.

II.

Bodily movements cause fatigue.
All medicinal stimuli cause bodily movements.
Therefore the secondary action of all medicinal stimuli is

depressing.
In the first of these syllogisms the major is only true in this

limited sense--that we cannot predicate the existence of life
unless we can detect movement. The minor is decidedly false,
for the action of stimuli, in nine cases out of ten, reduces rather
than increases bodily movements. The conclusion obviously
does not arise out of the premisses, even if the latter were cor-
rect.

With regard to the second syllogism--the major is true; the
minor (which is the same as in the former proposition) is false,
and the conclusion is rendered worthless.

It is obvious that the fundamental error in this train of

reasoning consists in the unconscious substitution of the word
gneastired for manifested in the major of the first syllogism :
" Life is measured by movement." The identification of vital

energy with violence of dynamic manifestation is a habit so
deeply rooted in the medical mind that it is a veritable labour
of Hercules to eradicate it. Only the other day we read, in an
able review of certain recent works on the action of medicines,
these words : "A quickened circulation, when the result of
want of power, will be reduced in frequency by stimulants ;
but when accompanied by a hot skin, bounding pulse, flushed
face, violent headache, no one in his senses would order

brandy." " Here the writer was seduced by the plausible error
just mentioned into a forgetfulness of facts ; for his experience
must have been limited indeed if he has not seen very many
cases of erysipelas, for instance, in which this obnoxious com-
bination of symptoms was treated by brandy, with the best
results. In the treatises now under notice this erroneous

view of the manifestations of vital energy is no less conspi-
cuous. Drs. Headland and Royle tell us (p. 749) that " stimu-
lants are useful in cases of debility where this is real and

unaccompanied by nflammation " (the italics are our own) : as
if the presence of inflammation guaranteed the unreality of
appearances of debility ! And Dr. Stille (vol. i., p. 607), in
the course of a vehement protest against Dr. Todd’s prac-

tice, upholds the rigid division of diseases into " sthenic"

and " asthenic," and declares that these " morbid types ......
are as opposite as light and darkness, or life and death.’’ As
we read these words we cease to wonder that the science of

therapeutics makes so little progress. If its ablest professors
can so far ignore the modern progress of physiology and patho-

logy as to retain the belief that any possible combination of
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hot skin, bounding pulse, and aching nerves can indicate an
excess of vital energy, why then we might as well be back in
the days when the whole science of medicine reposed on a
basis which was frankly metaphysical. Whether the adminis-
tration of alcohol in acute diseases is necessary, and in what

shape it is saie, are questions to be settled by a much more ex-
tended and far more accurately tabulated experience than any
which we yet possess ; but in the meantime we cannot allow
anyone to use arguments against the practice which are based
on speculations as to the nature of disease now proved to be
worthless by the brilliant discoveries of experimental physio-
logy, and by the hardy courage of clinical observers who have
dared to look disease, uncomplicated by the effect of drugs, in
the face. Nor can we allow it to be stated, without contra-
diction, that the modern use by Todd and others of alcoholic
stimulants is a revival of, or has any connexion with, the
Brunonian system; a system of which people talk very glibly,
but which it is obvious that they know very little about, or
we should not hear these misstatcments.

AMENDMENT OF THE MEDICAL ACT.

To the -4;tlito)- of THE LANCET.

SIr,&mdash;Your article on the amendment of the Medical Act,
and the correspondence in your journal on the same subject, do
not seem to me to touch one of the crying evils of the time.
I refer to the monopoly now exercised by the Apothecaries’
Company. It matters not how complete one’s education, both
general and medical, may have been, without the licence of
this august body the right to recover for medicine and

attendance in medical cases is denied, and nearly every medi-
cal appointment in the country is closed against one.
Whatever may have been the merits of the Apothecaries’

Company, I submit that these privileges are out of all propor-
tion either to its general deserts or its special services in the
cause of medical education. It cannot be pretended either that
the examination or curriculum of the Apothecaries’ Hall is
superior to that of every other body examining in medicine,
neither are the best friends of the apprenticeship system pre-
pared to recommend five years’ drudgery in a surgery as the
best method of training up the general practitioner in the way
he should go.

I will put my own case as an instance of the gross injustice
to which many able members of the profession are subject. I
learned to dispense thoroughly before going to Edinburgh, and
was, moreover, well grounded in classics, mathematics, and
such subjects as are now included in the matriculation ex-
amination of various boards and universities-so well up,
indeed, that I might easily have entered at. Cambridge or
Oxford if I had chosen. I spent four years at Edinburgh, and
then took the M.D. degree of that University. A year later
I passed the College of Surgeons of England, and shortly after
the llidwifery Examination.

I submit that I am virtually doubly qualified ; that I am as
fit to practise medicine, surgery, and midwifery as any mem-
ber of the College and Hall ; that my medical qualification is a
better qualification than the licence of the -A-pothectri-es’ Hall
- first, because the examination is (or was in 1853) more
stringent, and covers more ground; secondly, because the cur-
riculum is (or was) more extensive ; and thirdly, because it
presupposes a more liberal general education, and the intluence
of residence at a University where something more than medi-
cine is cultivated. And yet I can neither recover for medical
attendance, take a Poor-law appointment, nor be house-

surgeon to an infirmary or dispensary.
The absurdity of this is obvious when I tell you that I have

been physician to a metropolitan dispensary, and also to a

metropolitan hospital (the latter on the understanding that I
should join the College of Physicians quamprim&uacute;m).

I do not make this complaint out of the depth of disappoint-
ment, ior I have a good private practice amongst people who
are able and willing to pay without the terror of the county
court. Nor do I covet a Poor-law appointment. But I feel
I am at a legal disadvantage which my education and the
medical alltl surgical tests I have passed do not justify.

So long as a medical licence or medical degree does not con--fer the same rights as the licence of the Apothecaries’ Hall so
long medical reform is incomplete. Virtual and legal quali-
fication should coincide ; and he who has proved his fitness to
practise medicine, surgery, and midwifery before recognised and
distinguished Boards of Examiners should be free to practise
these professions with every privilege and immunity in every

part of the United Kingdom.The Branch Councils and the General Council may pass any
number of vague and wordy resolutions they please, but so
long as such an anomaly exists as that liberally and fully
educated men, holding the qualifications I hold, are liable to-
a fine of N’?0 for clispensing their own medicines, and dis-
qualified from holding Poor-law appointments, so long will

I all attempts at real reform be inoperative and nugatory. I
have every respect for the examination of the Apothecaries’
Company, and for its efforts to raise the standard of education
in the profession; but its present monopoly is a disgrace to
the times in which we live, and an anomaly so flagrant that
one would think the whole medical profession blind to the
inexorable logic of facts, which shows not only that "medicine
and surgery" are "one inductive science," but that we must
ultimately adopt the " one-faculty" system, and, as a step -

thereto, 
abolish all privileges and monopolies, and reckon

every examination quantum 1xtleat.
I am, Sir, yours obediently,

M.D. Edin., M. R. C. S. Eng., and L. M.January, 1865.

ON THE USE OF STIMULANTS IN FEVER.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,&mdash;It may be useful to some of your readers to tell

shortly the experiences gleaned in this hospital during the
past year as to the use of stimulants in fever. Typhoid is the
prevailing form of continued fever received on board this ship,
of which we have had sixty cases during the past year, whereas
one only of typhus has been entered. These patients invariably
come from small coasting vessels, or from low boarding-
houses near the river-side, and it would appear that the causes
of disease affecting our applicants are almost unchanging, as
the annual rate of admissions during the last eight years has
varied very little indeed.
Of the sixty cases admitted during the past year, wine or

brandy was prescribed for thirty-five patients, whereas the
remaining twenty-five received no stimulants whatever. Sta-
tistics in medicine are so often fallacious, that these figures
merely go to prove that the latter were mild, and the former
severe cases of typhoid. But the principle of waiting and
watching for " the time when " to give stimulants in fever
appears to be superlatively worthy of attention. Thus, none
of these patients commenced wine or brandy before the eighth
or tenth day of the disease, and, in more than three-fourths
of these cases, until the fourteenth or fifteenth day. The

quantity given in twenty-four hours averaged six ounces, and
never exceeded twelve ounces, this latter quantity being some-
times judged necessary for a period of from forty-eight to
seventy-two hours at about the eighteenth or twentieth day of
the fever.
Four deaths occurred-severally from perforation, double

pneumonia, exhaustion, and exhaustion with extensive ulcera-
tion of the larynx.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
HARRY LEACH, Resident Medical Officer.

Hospital Ship Dreadnought, Jan. 1865.

A VERY APPROPRIATE LEGACY.&mdash;Madame Pailloux,
possessed of handsome property, and the wife of a medical
man, has just made an unusual, but very generous and appro-
priate legacy in France. She stated in her will that, being
aware of the helpless condition of the sick and of old people
in the country, she bequeathed her house, grounds, and lands,
with furniture, &c., also houses belonging to her in Paris,
with any amount she may own of Government stock (all after
the death of her husband, there being no children), to the
parish of St. Ambreuil, where the country house is situated,
the latter for the use of a medical man, with a fixed salary,
who shall attend gratuitously the poor of the village ; the
parish entering into a promise to found a quiet and humble
asylum for aged or infirm country labourers, both of the said
village and the neighbourhood, in proportion to the property
eventually left by herself and husband.


